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The Historical Context of Economic Development 
The rapid growth of Taiwan’s economy was contributed to 

manufacturing and a specific economic development model, 
developmental state strategy, in the later 20th century. As a 
developmental state, the government has high state autonomy; 
its decision-making organizations are composed by professional 
technocrats; the policy decision put a priority on economic 
development to facilitate rapid industrialization with positive 
interventions. In addition, government will subsidize strategic 
industries and provide the preferential loans for enterprises to 
promote the development of the emerging industries [1]. Shi-jie 
[2] also generalized three main features of developmental state. 
First, government highly intervenes markets and establishes 
the dedicated agencies (such as Ministry of International Trade 
and Industry in Japan, National Development Council in Taiwan, 
Economic Development Board in Singapore, etc.) to formulate 
developing strategies to lead the economic development [3]. 
Second, government adopts flexible industrial policies to support 
the strategic industries with various subsidies and safeguards. 
Third, government implements land reform with clear social 
policies, maintains social and economic equality to prevent 
serious political conflicts. The features mentioned above could 
be found in Taiwan’s government as well, it was centralized 
and dominated industrial development to accumulate great 
wealth for Taiwan in a short time. In 1949, the Republic of 
China government withdrew to Taiwan, first invested in light 
industry to supply domestic demand market, and then turned 
to export after 1960. Since 1972, the gross production of heavy 
industry was finally equal to light industry; Taiwan transformed 
into an industrialized society afterward Shu-Yuan [4]. However,  

 
under the impacts of international political situation and 
economic environment in the early 1970s, Taiwan’s government 
implemented “Ten Major Construction Projects” to strengthen 
infrastructures in terms of transportation, heavy industry and 
energy development to improve economy.

The Conflicts Between Industry Development and 
Urbanization

Kaohsiung, the biggest city in southern Taiwan, its total 
area is about 295,185 hectares including industrial land 4,330 
hectares, is the most important place to support “Ten Major 
Construction Projects” and developed shipbuilding, steelmaking 
and petrochemical industry about 40 years. Kaohsiung was 
planned to construct as a port and military city since Japanese 
ruled period, it is still an important city of heavy industry 
now. The heavy industry in Kaohsiung includes iron and steel, 
shipbuilding, petrochemical and reefing industry (Figure 1).

Taiwan developed more heavy industry since the 1970s, 
aimed to produced plastics, synthetic rubber, synthetic fibers 
and chemicals for downstream manufacturers to reduce the 
dependence on foreign import and enhance the competitiveness 
of export processed products. The case which is going to discuss 
below is the Kaohsiung Refinery Park s in Houjing, Kaohsiung. 
The refinery park was located in urban area and surrounded with 
residential districts. Its refined naphtha since the early 1970s 
because of national industrial policy. While with the democracy 
and environmental awareness grew in Taiwan’s society, 
government’s new refinery construction plan in 1987 was not 
as easy to carry out as before. Houjing residents expressed their 
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Abstract

In this article, a brief introduction of the industrial development in Taiwan will be elaborated first. Then it will discuss the conflicts between 
industrial development and urbanization through the case of Kaohsiung City. The transformation of modern developmental state makes central 
government less power to dominate industry. Thus, the new development mode and relationships among society, local and central government 
should to be rebuilt in the future.
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strong opposition to more heavy industry to protect their health 
and living quality. After negotiation, government and people 
reached an agreement to shut down the first and second refinery 
as soon as the new refinery’s was finished. In addition, the new 
refinery has to move away after 25 years. The public awareness 
seems mature enough to affect national policies and implies the 
weakening government in the future.

In 2015, the last refinery in Kaohsiung Refinery Park was 
shut down, but the remaining 42 working storage tanks made 
Houjing people dissatisfy. The refinery in Houjing was not 

the last one in Kaohsiung, the conflicts between industrial 
development and urbanization will happen continuously. A 
downstream industrial park named Renda on the east side of 
Houjing, their local people’s opposition became stronger after 
Houjing’s achievement. People requested heavy industry move 
away before 2018 according to requirements in the 1998 urban 
plan. Heavy industry in Renda industrial park also encountered 
a challenge of transformation or relocation, the related 
discussions and administrative procedures are still in progress. 
Introspection from the perspective of spatial planning

Figure 1: Surrounding area of Kaohsiung Refinery.

As urbanization, the suburb industrial land in the past 
now becomes down town area and threats living qualities to 
surrounding residents. While industry is an essential function 
to city’s development and growth, the conflicts between 
urbanization and industrial development have to be mitigated, 
as well as the industrial land use control should be modified 
on the basis of contemporary society. In the past, centralized 
government made economic plans before spatial plans and 
made spatial plans operate in coordination with economic plans. 
However, Kaohsiung’s experience reveals central government is 
hard to do the same thing and override spatial planning now. 

This situation indicates the transformation of developmental 
state and reflects on its planning system. Numerous scholars 
believed that Taiwan’s spatial planning system was transferred 
from earlier “blueprint planning” to “Neo-liberalism”, but 
the state’s functional role never disappeared [5-7]. With 
globalization, the modes of state’s engagements become deeper 
into local connections over the world instead; which means 
Neo-liberalism intensifies the developmental state strategy [7]. 

Consequently, in Taiwan, government will keep playing a role in 
the future industrial development. 

According to the white paper draft from the authority of 
economy in Taiwan, the expected cooperation will go to central 
government draw up the industrial policies and only focus on 
forward-looking industries. The constructions of industrial parks 
will shift to local government and enhance their authorization 
level to make industrial land more flexible and available to 
respond to markets in time. To the public, the authority of 
economy will elaborate industrial development policies through 
the white paper regularly and create more communications; 
see social and environmental departments as important as 
economic development. In addition, the National Spatial Plan 
will provide a platform allow all departments to negotiate their 
spatial development goals but not just fellow one department’s 
domination. In this way, it might be a feasible mechanism to a 
transformed developmental state. It creates a new relationship 
by reducing appropriate power of central government and 
improving the decision level of local government to respond 
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markets in time, which becomes faster and changeable in 
modern society.
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